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ABSTRACT
In the past few years, fuzzy-rule-based modeling has become an active research field because of its good merits in solving complex nonlinear system identification and control problems. A Servo System (SS) is a class of a nonlinear position system that needs to be positioned accurately on a commanded position. The strategy followed in this study in designing digital controller for such system is as follows: Building a neuro-model that represents the open loop servo system. This is accomplished by sufficiently collecting input-output data and used it off-line to build the neural network that will represent the plant for the second design stage. Design fuzzy controller through simulation to reach the required closed-loop behavior. The design technique is based on the adjustment of the scale factors, rule base and membership functions of the controller was accomplished by fine tuning and heuristic corrections linked to the knowledge of the process to be controlled. For the specified plant, there are certain parameters, which achieved a well-controlled response.
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INTRODUCTION
Increasing, control systems are required to have dynamical performance and robust behaviors, yet are expected to cope with more complex, uncertain and highly nonlinear dynamic processes. Along with this increased process complexity is increased abstraction and uncertainty in the models and their mathematical representation. One significant approach in dealing with major changes and uncertainty in nonlinear dynamical processes is through intelligent modeling and control. Intelligent controllers are generally self-organizing or adaptive and are naturally able to cope with the significant changes in the plant and its environment, while satisfying the control design requirement (Brown and Harris, 1994). As with any advanced control theory, a central issue is the representation and development of appropriate process models with known approximation errors. As processes increase in complexity, they become less amenable to direct mathematical modeling based on physical law, since they may be Hassan (2000).

- Distributed, stochastic, nonlinear and time varying
- Subject to large unpredictable environmental disturbances
- Have variables that are difficult to measure, have unknown casual relationships or are expensive to be evaluated in real time

The conventional controllers encounter difficulties when facing nonlinear, uncertain, temporal behavior. In recent years, a great deal of attention has been paid to the application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in modeling, identification and control of dynamic processes
ANNs provide an excellent mathematical tool for dealing with nonlinear problems. They have an important property, according to which nearly any continuous nonlinear relationship can be approximated with acceptable accuracy using a neural network with suitable architecture and weight parameter. There is another attractive property is the self-learning ability.

A Neural Network (NN) can extract the system feature from historical training data using the learning algorithm, requiring a little or no a priori knowledge about the process. This provides modeling of nonlinear system a great flexibility. These features allow one to design adaptive control system for complex, unknown and nonlinear dynamic process (Zurada, 1996).

As opposed to many effective applications, e.g., in pattern recognition problems, approximation of the nonlinear function, the application of NN in control systems requires taking into consideration the dynamic of the processes being investigated. Another important application area, where the dynamic NN can be effectively used, is diagnostics of industrial process (Narendra and Parthasarathy, 1990).

Recently, Fuzzy Logic Controllers (PLCs) are finding increasing use in industry. The application of fuzzy reasoning to process control has opened up a new approach in this field. A controller is built from a set of fuzzy rules naturally incorporate commonsense expert knowledge, it may be easier to build and to maintain this than an conventional controller (Passino and Yurkovich, 1998).

The advantage of fuzzy control lies in its ability to implements the action of expert operator without the need of accurate mathematical model. The main benefits of this approach can be summarized as set below (Reznik, 1997; Ali, 1998):

- It is a technique from the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), which can be usefully employed to control a complex, nonlinear dynamic plant;
- Fuzzy controller are more robust than Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers because they can cover a much wider range of operating conditions than PID can, and can operate with noise and disturbances of different natures;
- Developing a fuzzy controller is cheaper than developing a model based or other controller to be the same thing;
- Fuzzy controllers are customizable since it is easier to understand and modify their rules, which not only use a human operator's strategy but also are expressed in natural linguistic terms;
- It is easy to learn how fuzzy controllers operate and how to design and apply them to a concrete application.

The main objective of this study is to design and implementation of fuzzy logic controller to the servo system. The work is directed towards the following points:

- To identify the servo system by the neural method MRNN
- Using the neuro-identified model to design the fuzzy logic controller
- Testing the performance of the proposed design on the servo system

**System identification:** In general, exciting the system and observing its input and output over a time interval performs an identification experiment. These signals are normally recorded using computer with mass storage. The first step is to determine an appropriate form of the model and in the second step some statically based method is used to estimate the unknown parameter of the
Finally, the model obtained is tested to see whether it is an appropriate representation of the system (Wellstead and Zarrop, 1991).

The position system under experiment for collecting the input-output data depends on the feedback principle that the comparison of the controlled variable, whatever it may be with a desired value of that variable, so that an error signal or a measure of the error, can be formed. The servo is so arranged that operate in a sense to reduce the error to zero so that the output equal the demanded input. The objective of the servomechanism is to position a massive object by means of a motor and gearbox.

The performance of RLS and MRNN for system identification will be examined, by considering the input output data collection from the plant. Visualization of recursive estimation is shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1: Visualization of recursive estimation](image1)

The parallel identification scheme based on MRNN is depicted in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2: The parallel identification scheme based on MRNN](image2)

![Figure 3: Position of the SS exited by a 1-volt step command input](image3)
The parallel identification scheme, which is used for identification, based on modified recurrent neural network (MRNN) is illustrated in Fig. 2. The network is trained using the back propagation training algorithm (Al-Rawi, 2001). The collected data from the SS if 1volt-step input is applied to the preamplifier is shown in Fig. 3. The input signal $U_p (k)$ is applied to the plant as well as the network and the error signal is then feedback to the network. The aim of the learning is to minimize the R.M.S error.

The learning rate was chosen by trial and error for the MRNN, typical value to be chosen is (0.01).

For the Recursive Least Square (RLS), the initial value of estimation parameter chooses to be zero ($\theta(0) = 0$) and initial covariance matrix $P (0) = \sigma_0 I$ with ($\sigma_0 = 300$). Figure 4 shows the responses of the RLS method and the SS, which is represented by the input output data collected. Figure 5 shows the modeling error of the RLS method and Fig. 6 show the covariance matrix trace of the RLS and Fig. 7-10 show the parameter estimates of the RLS $a_1, a_2, b_1$ and $b_2$.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 4:** Position of the SS exited by a 1-volt step command input and the RLS estimated position exited by the same input

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 5:** Modeling error of the RLS
Fig. 6: Trace of the RLS

Fig. 7: Parameter estimate of the RLS

Fig. 8: Parameter estimate of the RLS
Fig. 9: Parameter estimate of the RLS

Fig. 10: Parameter estimate of the RLS

To demonstrate the capability of this neuro-identifier, the MRNN is selected with one input, six hidden and context units and one output unit. The learning rate is chosen by trial and error and it is noticed that, large learning rates cause oscillations or even instabilities to the training process as shown in Fig. 11. When suitably small learning rates are adopted so that no oscillations or instabilities occur, training R.M.S. errors are extremely slow to reach an acceptable error level for good results. Increasing the number of hidden units makes the achievable R.M.S. error levels smaller. However the number of hidden units cannot be too large because the permissible learning rates become even smaller and the training is even slower (Pham and Liu, 1997). Also, the initial values of the weights are effective in the training process, this is due to the fact that the starting point of the learning process is determined by the initial values of the weights.

The choice of activation function is not a vital problem. Practically, in the field of using NN identification, if the system to be identified is linear, a linear activation function is used. And in the
case of nonlinear system, a nonlinear activation function will be used (Jorge et al., 2000). However, many tests have been carried in order to show the effect of the type of the activation function on the identification results. For this work the sigmoid activation function was chosen for the hidden and output layer. The initial values of all trainable weights are initialized at small random values between (0.5, -0.5). Figure 12 shows the response of MRNN model and the SS.

It is clear from Fig. 4 and 12, that the MRNN represent the system under test more accurately than the RLS.

The transfer function obtained by the RLS can be written as follows:

\[ G(z) = \frac{b_2z^{-1} + b_3z^{-2}}{1 + a_2z^{-1} + a_3z^{-2}} \]

where \( a_1 = -1.07417 \), \( a_2 = 0.7419 \), \( b_1 = 0.051 \), \( b_2 = 0.051 \) are the convergence parameters. All the software has been written using MATLAB commands and Simulink application tool, version 6.
Design of PD fuzzy logic controller: The block diagram of the plant with the Proportional-Derivative Fuzzy Logic Controller is shown in Fig 13. The inputs to the FLC are the position error e (k) and position error change, \( \dot{e}(k) \) that is:

\[
e(k) = r(k) - y(k)
\]

\[
\dot{e}(k) = \Delta e = \frac{e(k) - e(k-1)}{T}
\]

where, \( r(k) \) is the reference input which represents desired angular position. \( y(k) \) is the process output which represents the actual angular position and \( T = (t_2 + t_1) \) is the sampling period.

The output of the fuzzy controller is denoted by \( U(k) \), which is the input to the plant.

In the simulation results, five triangular membership functions for each inputs and output variables are used, which are uniformly distributed across their universes of discourse for inputs and output membership functions. The fuzzy system is normalized which means the effective universes of discourse are all given by (-1,1). The linguistic values of these membership functions (for inputs and output) are NB, NS, ZR, PS and PB which stand for (negative big, negative small, zero, positive small, and positive big respectively). The complete set of rules is shown in tabulated form in Table 1, the premises for the input \( e(k) \) are represented by the linguistic values in the leftmost column, the premises for the input \( \dot{e}(k) \) are represented by the linguistic values found in the top row and the linguistic values representing the consequent for each of the rules can be found at the intersections of the row and column of the appropriate premises. Table 1 is constructed based initially on the characteristics of the system, then they are fine-tuned by repeated trials and this table represents abstract knowledge about how to control the process given the error and its derivative as input (Tani et al., 1997).

The fuzzy operation is executed using Center of gravity (COG) defuzzification method. The controller was found to have best performance when the values of the scaling factors are \( g_e = 0.29, g_{ce} = 0.09, g_c = 3 \). This PD Fuzzy Logic Controller is used to control the position of the Servo System.

![Diagram of the PD fuzzy logic controller](image)

**Fig. 13: PD fuzzy logic controller**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Complete set of rules</th>
<th>Change in error (e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control action</strong></td>
<td><strong>U</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The neuro-model obtained previously is used to represent the dynamic behavior of the actual SS. The SS response under PD FLC is shown in Fig. 14 and the controlled voltage of the FLC applied to the amplifier stage of the SS is traced in Fig. 15.

At sampling time 250, a step disturbance on the plant output of magnitude (5) was added, so the error is suddenly increased to make a high peak overshoot, as shown in Fig. 16 and 17. It is clear that the FLC is capable to handle this disturbance.

In the case of a conventional controller (such as PD controller) a design problem includes a proper choice of the PD controller coefficients. In the FLC design, one needs to choose many more parameters, number of rules, membership functions a scalar factors fuzzification and defuzzification procedures. These extra parameters make a FLC more robust and much more difficult for analysis Golob, 2001.
CONCLUSION

From the results presented previously, one can state the following concluding points in the field of system identification that the MRNN is more suitable for modeling or emulating dynamic plant in comparison to the conventional RLS. This ability is more clarified in the case of the case of nonlinear and noisy collected input/output data.

One can conclude the following remarks in the analysis and design of fuzzy logic controllers:

- Basically, from the conventional control theory, for the position servo systems which possesses big moment of inertia reflected to the motor shaft, the necessary of designing position becomes really important point. Therefore, for the SS under consideration such control system is essential even if one try to use classical PID controller. It is found that for the SS, the FLC is adequate to satisfy the performance requirements.
- To overcome the problem of system non-linearity or system parameter changes, it is recommended to use fuzzy controller that can cooperate and handle these changes.
- The fuzzy logic controller seem to give high performance for the transient response and steady state characteristic, and shows a good robustness against external disturb
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